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NURSERY - EXPERIMENTAL WORK

This section of tile report la merely In the nature of 
on Interim progress report on the nursery experiments. The 
actual position to date of the various experiments la 
indicated, Ho attempt has seen made to summarize results 
since a detailed nursery progress report vas submitted in 
November 1035 and a further one will be preijared in the autumn 
of this year.

Project:- Density of lowing 

Kennln^ton Nursery

Experiment 80, F*34.
A density of sowing experiment - Boots pine. It was 

reported last autumn that at the end of the second season 
the Boots pine seedlings were very drawn. The densities of 
sowing tried in this experiment were all unsuitable for 
raising 2-year Boots pine seedlings in Kennington Nursery. 
Therefore for this siiecies the experiment has been discontinued.

Experiment 104, P.35.
A density of sowing experiment involving Norway spruce, 

Sitka spruce and Japanese larch, the object is to ascertain 
the optimum density of sowing these species for the production 
of 2-year seedlings. This experiment is in order and will be 
finally assessed at the end of the 1930 growing season.
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Project:- Treatment of Seed before Sowing

Experiment 95, P*35.
An experiment dealing with the stratification of old 

seed of Soots pine and Douglas fir. The experiment has been 
finally assessed as at the end of the first year. The results 
and data obtained will be submitted in the neat Nursery 
progres s report.

Experiment 96, i.35,
This is a further trial of the stratification of 

Corsican pine and Norway spruce seed. The Corsican pine 
section has been finally assessed as one-year old stock.
The Norway spruce will be finally assessed at the end of the 
second year.

i-ixperiment 97, ?• 35.
This involves further stratification work on the seed 

of birch and alder. All plants in the experiment have been 
lifted and assessed as I-year old seedlings. The results and 
data obtained will be submitted in the next Nursery progress 
report.

fteajfiiBi.tr- gai.elns of large seedlings

Kennington Nursery

In ten siv e  Seed lin g  C u ltiv a tio n  Experiment.

'Work in this experiment continues. As see aments have 
been carried out in sections dealing with the production of 
1-year seedlings and the resultant data will appear in the 1936



Nursery progress report. The sections planned for the 
production of 8-year seedlings will be finally assessed at 
the end of the second year.

Experiment 108, P.36.
This is a trial of beddgelert peat in seedbeds of 

Norway spruce, Bitka spruce and Pinus contorta. The seedlings 
have been lifted ana assessed. The summarized data will be 
submitted in the next Nursery progress report.

Experiment 109, P. 35.
This is a trial of Botfbex peat with Norway spruce, Citka 

spruce, Pinus contorts and Corsican pine* The position is 
the same as for Experiment 108.

Expe r ime at 100, P « 35.
This deals with early and normal sowings of Japanese 

larch, Sitka spruce and Piaus contorta. The experiment has 
been finally assessed as at the end of the first year. The 
results and data will appear in the 1936 Nursery progress 
report.

Expe riment 81, P•34.
This experiment involves the use of Dr. Raynor' a composts.

It has been assessed as at the end of the second year. The 
beds were poor and irregular; there was no visible difference 
between any of the treatments. The summarized data will be 
presented in the 1936 report.

Experiment 103, P.35*
This deals v/ith moraine seedbeds. The work is a continuation
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of the experiment laid down in P*34* The seedlings have 
been lifted and assessed as at the end of the first year.
The next Nursery progress report will cover the reaulto 
obtained.

Projecti- ffeed Control

Kennin^ton nursery

Expe riment 87, P * 34.
Tn this experiment Norway spruce remained for two years 

in the seedbed. This species has now been assessed finally. 
The data will be worked up and presented in a subsequent 
report.

Experiment 101, P*35.
The following species were under treatment for control 

of weeds in the seedbed; Boots pine, Norway 3pruce and Douglas 
fir. The Boots and Douglas have been lifted and assessed as 
1-year seedlings. The spruce will remain for another year 
in the beds before being assessed finally.

Experiment 102, P*35.
This Is a continuation of the previous work with various 

chemicals on seedbeds of birch and alder. The experiment has 
been subjected to a final assessment as at the end of the 
first year* The data will be worked up and presented later.
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Project?- Bedding; out of Seedlings

Kennington Nursery

Experiment 98, P. 35.
This la a repetition of previous work in connection with 

the heading out of a it lea spruce. The plants have "been lifted 
and assessed finally. The summarized data will he submitted 
in a cubsequent report.

Experiment 99, P. 38.
The species in this case is Scots pine. 'The position 

is the same as in Experiment 98.

Project:- Nursery Treatment of Hardwoods

Kezininaton Nursery

Experiment 110, P•38.
This is a trial on. Ash seedbeds of various manures.

The applications of the manure:a are based on the figures 
published by Ltanahard in the Tharandter Poratliches <Tahrbuch 
Vol. 1, 84, p.149, 1933. The experiment io in order and will 
remain another season before being finally assessed.

Experiment 83, 1.34,
This Involved the stumping of large bu^lanq nigra 

transplants. These have been lifted and despatched to 
.uedgebury. a final exa:r.inat ion of the root development was 
made and the observations will be embodied in the next Nursery 
progress report.

Experiment 107, P.35.
This experiment involved the stumping of 1-year seedlings
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durians regia. The plants should regain for at least 
another year before being finally assessed*

Experiment 105, P#55.
This is a similar experiment to No, 107, the difference 

being that Ju, lens nigra was used instead of the common 
species. The same observations apply.

project?- Falsing of bprac aeedlings 

Wkeham Nursery
i

Experiment 1, P. 35* j.
fThis is a trial of Sorbex peat in seedbeds, the species i

under treatment being Pinus contorta and Corsican pine sown \
\

broadcast at the standard densities. The experiment will be j 
assessed as at the end of the first year* There is no visible 
difference between the results of the four treatments either 
in growth, colour or stocking. The seedlings have shown a 
considerable improvement in colour during the spring.

Project:- Density of lowing

Wykefrssa Nursery
Experiment 2, P#35.

In this experiment both Norway spruce and oitk© spruce 
were sown at various densities in drills and broadcast with a 
view to ascertaining the optimum density of sowing for the 
production of 2-year seedlings. Bo far there is little visible 
difference in the various treatments except that in the heaviest 
sowing, which is l£ times the standard density, there is a 
somewhat higher percentage of small seedlings* Both species



look healthy and reasonably sturdy*
The experiment will stand another year before final

assessment*



NUR3SKY - EXPERIMENTAL WORK

- This section of the report la merely in tho nature of 
an interin progress report on the nursery experiments. The 
actual position to date of the various experiments is 
Indicated. Ho attempt has been made to summarize results 
©Inc© a detailed Nursery progress report was submitted In 
November 1955 and a further one will be prepared in the autumn 
of this year*

 aft $o.iftBg

jamesac

Experiment 86» P«34«
A density of sowing experiment - Soots pine. It was 

reported last autumn that at the end of the second season 
the Boots pine seedlings were very drawn. The densities of 
sowing tried In this experiment were all unsuitable for 
raising 2-year Scots pine seedlings in Kenniagton Nursery. 
Therefore for this species the experiment has been discontinued.

Experiment 104, P#3S.
A density of sowing experiment Involving Norway spruce, 

Sitka spruce and Japanese larch, the object la to ascertain 
the optimum density of sowing these species for the production 
of 2-year seedlings* Thla experiment Is in order end will be 
finally assessed at the end of the 1936 growing season.
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Project*- Treatment of Seed before Bowing

Experiment 95, P* 35.
An experiment dealing with the stratification of old 

seed of Scots pine and Douglas fir* The experiment has been 
finally assessed as at the end of the first year* The results 
and data obtained will be submitted In the nest Nursery 
progress report.

Experiment 96, P.35.
This is a further trial of the stratification of 

Cox-sioan pine and Norway spruce seed. The Oorsican pine 
section has been finally assessed as one-year old stock.
The Norway spruce will be finally assessed at the end of the 
second y ear .

Experiment 97, F#56*
This Involves further at rat ill oat ion work on the seed 

of birch and older. All plants in the experiment have been 
lifted and assessed as 1-year old seedlings. The results and 
data obtained will be submitted in the next Nursery progress 
report.

Pgojejdtjf.r— Ĵ fliS-lng of large, seedlings

Intensive Needling Cultivation Exporiment.
..ork in this experiment continues. Assessments have 

been carried out in sections dealing with the production of 
l-year seedlings and the resultant cat® will appear in the 1936



Nursery progress report* The sections planned for the 
production of 2-year seedlings will be finally assessed at 
the end of the second year.

Experisent 108, . • 3C.
This is a trial of Beddgelert peat in seedbeds of 

Norway spruce, Gitka spruce and Pinua contorta. The seedlings 
have been lifted and assessed. Tho summarised data will toe 
submitted In the next Nursery progress report.

Experiment 109,
This is a trial of ortoex peat with Norway sprues, Citko 

spruce, Pinus contorta and oorsiean pine. The position la 
the same as for Experiment 108.

experiment 100, P*36.
This deals with early and normal sowings of Japanese 

larch, Sitka spruce and Pique contorts. The experiment has 
been finally assessed as at the end of the first year. The 
results and data will appear In the 1906 Nursery progress 
report*

Experiment 81, P*34.
This experiment involves the uae of 2;r* .Rsyner*s composts*

It has been assessed as at the end of the second year. The 
beds were poor and irregular? there was no visible difference 
between any of the treatments. The summarised date will be 
presented in the 1936 report.

Experiment 103, P.36.
This deals with moraine aeedbedo* The work Is a continuation
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of the experiment laid down In ?*34# The seedlings have 
been lifted and assessed as at the end of the first year.
The next Nursery progress report will cover the reaulto 
obtained*

\

&xperiment 87, p*&4.
•t-n this experiment Norway spruce remained for two years 

In the seedbed* This species has now been aseesseo finally. 
The data will oe worked up and presented in a subsequent 
report.

Experiment 101, T',36.
The following species were under treatment for control 

of weeds in the seedbed: Boot a pine, Norway sprue© and Douglas 
fir. The Boots and Dougins have been lifted and assessed aa 
1-year seedlings. The spruce will remain for another year 
la the beds before being assessed finally.

\

Experiment 102, F*§6*
This is a continuation of the previous work with various 

chemicals on seedbeds or birch and alder* The experiment has 
been subjected to a final assessment as at the end of the 
first year* The data will be worked up and presented later.



PTOiesti-Redding out of aesdlingB

Kxperimoat 98, I1* 36,
This Is a repetition of previous work in oonaeatloa with 

the bedding out of Gltica spruce* The plants have been lifted 
and assessed finally* The summarised data will be submitted 
in a subsequent report*

Experiment 99, • 35.
The species in this ease is Scots pine* The position 

is the same as in Experiment 99,

fcss te jaOtofoRafia

Experiment 110, P*3B*
This is & trial on Ash seedbeds of various manures,

The applications of the manures ere based on the figures 
published by Manahard in the Tharandter Poratliche© Jahrbuoh 
Vol. 1, 84, p,149, 1933, The experiment is in order and will 
remain another season before being finally assessed.

Experiment 03, 1,34,
This involved the stumping of large Ju&laaa nioma 

transplant©. These have been lifted and despatched to 
.-edgebury. A final examination of the root development was
made and the observations will be embodied in the next Nursery 
progress report.

Experiment 107, P.36#
This experiment involved the stumping of 1-year seedlings
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of Juliana rea:ia. The planta should remain for e.t least
another year before being finally assessed*

h&peri&ent 105, 1*35*
This is a similar experiment to Jo. 107, the difference 

being that du lana aijgra was used instead of the common 
species* The nan® obeerv&tloiUi apply.

. -xpe rimerit 1, p. 35*
Thia is a trial of .lorbex peat in seedbeds, the species 

under treatment being Pinna oontorta and Gorsioan pine sown 
broadcast at the standard densities* The experiment will be 
assessed as at the end of the first year* There is no visible 
difference between the results of the four treatments either 
in growth, colour1 or stocking* The stealings have shown a 
considerable improvement in colour during the spring.

lifcm.m. jteBwac
bxperiment 2, 1*35.

In this experiment both Morwoy spruce and bitha spruce 
were sown at various densities in drills and broadcast with a 
view to ascertaining the optimum density of sowing for the 
production of 2-year seedlings. ao far there is little visible 
difference in the various treatments exoept that in the heaviest 
sewing, which is 1& timea the standard density, there is a 
somewhat higher percentage of small seedlings. Both species
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look healthy and reasonably sturdy.
The experiment will stand another year before final

assessment*



This aootlon of the report la merely in the nature of 
an Interim progress report on the nursery experiments. The 
actual position to date of the various experiments la 
Indicated* No attempt has been made to summarise results 
since a detailed Nursery progress report was submitted in 
November 1935 and a further one will be prepared In the autumn 
of this year*

.otiioidjag,

.Experiment @6, P«34*
A density of sowing experiment - Scots pine. It was 

reported last autumn that at the end of the second season 
the boots pine seedlings were very drawn. The dona itlea of 
sowing tried in this experiment were all unsuitable for 
raising S-yeer Scots pine seedlings In Kennington Nursery. 
Therefore for this species the experiment has been discontinued*

Experiment 104, P*3B*
A denaity of ©owing experiment involving Norway spruce, 

Sitka spruce and Japanese larch, the object la to ascertain 
the optimum density of sowing these species for the production 
of 2-year seedlings* This experiment is in order end will be 
finally assessed at the end of the 1936 growing aeaaon.



Prpj9.9t.L- Tre«taM»_nt, of Seed bcjtare bowing
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Experiment 95, P#55*
An experiment dealing with the stratification of old 

need of Boots pine and Douglas fir* The experiment hoe been 
finally assessed m  at the end of the firat year, The results 
end data obtained will be submitted in the nest Nursery 
progress report*

Experiment 96, p #3S.
This is a further trial os the stratification of 

Corelcan pine and Norway spruce seed* The -Joraican, pin© 
section has been finally assessed m  one-year old stock*
The Norway spruce will be finally assessed at the end of the 
second year*

Experiment 97, J'«35,
This involves further stratification work on the seed 

of birch and alder* All plants in the experiment have been 
lifted and assessed as l-yesr old seedlings* The results and 
data obtained will be submitted in the next Nursery progress 
report*

fftaAftiHs.. m m & m  , l m m „  ..mAUraa

Intensive Seedling Cultivation Experiment*
.vorfc in this experiment continues* Assessments have 

been carried out in sections dealing with the production of 
i-year seedlings and the resultant data will appear in the 1936

-  N«S -



Hursery progress report* Ths sections planned for the 
production of E-year seedlings will be finally assessed at 
the end of the second year*

Experiment 108, i * 36*

Tftia is a ti'ial of iieddgelert peat In seedbeds of 
Horway spruce, Sitka spruoe and Pinna contorts. The seedlings 
hare been lifted and assessed* The summarised data will be 
submitted In the next nursery progress report.

Experiment 109* P»36.
This is a trial of -'iorbex peat with servay spruce, Sitka 

spruce, ;lnu& contorta and ctorsloan pine* The position is 
the eeaao m  for Experiment 10B.

Expe r  haunt 100, P *35.

Thin deals with early and normal sowings of Japanese 
larch, Sitka spruce and Clauseo^tcrt^. The experiment has
been finally assessed as at the end of the first year. The 
results and data will appear in the 1930 nursery prograss 
report*

Experiment 01, P*34*
This experiment involves the use of Dr* Raynor's composts* 

it has been assessed as at the eud of the second year. The 
beds sere poor and irregular? there was no visible difference 
between any of the treatments. The summarised data will be 
presented in the 1936 report.

Experiment 103, P*35.
This deals with moraine seedbeds. The work is a continuation

-  H .3 -
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of the experiment laid down In ?»34# The seedlings have 
been lifted and a see seed as at the end of the first year.
Th» next nursery progress report will cover the results 
obtained*

Experiment 37, P*34*
in this experiment Norway spruoe remained for two years 

in the seedbed* This species has now been assesses finally 
The data will be worked up and presented in a subsequent 
report*

Experiment 101, P*56.
The following species were under treatment for control 

of weeds in the seedbeds Scots pins, Norway sprues and i\>uglas 
fir* The Ecotu and JX»uglse have been lifted and assessed as 
l~year seedlings. The spruce will remain for another year 
in the bads before being assessed finally*

Experiment 103, f *55*
This is a continuation of the previous work with various 

chemicals on seedbeds of birch and older* The experiment has 
been subjected to s final assessment as at the end of the 
first year. The data will be worked up and presented later*
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Experiment 98, p*36*i
l‘hla is a repetition ot previous »rtt In aonnectlan with 

the hedding out of Ultka spruoo* J£he plants have been lifted 
and o m o m o d  finally* The summarised data will he submitted 
in a subsequent report#

Experiment 99, -•'•36.
the speeies in this ease is Soots pine# the position 

la the aaae an in i&xperlMat 98*

' i m L i m M L M m m m ,

Experiment 110, p *3&.
This is a trial on Aeh seedbeds of various manures# 

the applies at Iona of the manure a are baaed on the figures 
published by Manahard in the Tharandter Poretlioheo Jahrbueh 
Vox* 1, 84, p*149, 1033* The experiment i& in order and will 
remain another eea&on before being finally assessed*

Experiment 03, P«34«
Able involved the stumping of large Jo^lana nigra 

transplants. Shea© have been lifted and despatched to 
hedgebuxy# A final examination of the root development waa 
made and the observe!ione will he embodied in the next Euraeiy 
progress report*

Experiment 10?, F*55*
This experiment involved the stumping of 1-year seedlings



af sQĵ ygMtJE@Bi4fie planta should remain for at leaat
m other year before being f in a l ly  aonesaed*

ihsperinsnt 10b, P#S&*
This la & similar experiment to 2?o* 107, fee difference 

being feat Jual«ML.nifflMi was used Instead of fee common 
species* The an;ie observation# apply#

&Kpevlaaat 1 > f*3$*
This la a trial of carbex peat in seedbeds# the species 

wider treatment being Pinna ooatorta and Oorsieaa pine eowi 
broadcast at fee atandard densities# the experiment will bo 
assessed as at fee end of fee first year# There is no visible 
difference between fee results of the four treatments either 
in  growth, colour or stocking# The seedlings have shown a 
ooneltierabl* Improvement in colour during the spring#

hxper Incut Z, ?«35*
In this experiment both Korway spruce and f.»itka sprues 

were sown at various densities in drills and broadcast with a 
view to ascertaining the optimum density of sowing for the 
productIon of S-yesr seedlings* Bo for there in little visible 
difference in the various treatments except that In the heaviest 
sowing, which la 1| tinea fee standard density, there la a 
somewhat higher percentage of small seedlings* Both apeeles
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look healthy and reasonably sturdy#
The experiment will stand another year before final 

aaseiisaent#



m m m  -

This Motion of til© report la no roly In the nature of 
mi interim progress report on the nursery experiments* The 
actual position to date of the various experiments Is 
indicated* Ho attempt has boon made to summarise results 
since a detailed Norms vy progress report was submitted in 
November 1036 and a further on® will be prepared in the autumn 
of this year*

V

Fffolfeeti- Density of .aenng

Experiment 86, F-#34.
A density of sowing experiment - Soot® pine. It was 

reported last autumn that at the end of the second season 
the loots pine seedlings war© very drawn. The densities of 
sowing tried in this experiment were all unsuitable for 
raising S-yeer Soots pine seedling® In Kensington Nursery* 
Therefore for this species the experiment has been discontinued*

Experiment 104, P*3©«
A density of sowing experiment involving Norway apruot, 

lithe sprues and Japanese larch, the object is to ascertain 
the optimea density of sowing these species for the production 
of 3-year seedlings* This experiment is in order and will be 
finally assessed at the end of the 1936 growing season*
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Project*- Treatment of aced before lowing 

4mJLftgtafl M M & P X

ihspisri&ent 96, v* 38.
An experiment dealing with the stratification of old 

seed of 3cote pine end Douglas fir. the experiment hue been 
finally assessed as at the end of the first year* The results 
end (Into obtained will be submitted in the nest Nursery 
progress report*

Experiment 96, d*36,
This is a further trial of the stratification of

Corsican pine and Norway spruce seed* T m  Corsican pine 
section hoc been finally assessed as on*>*year old stock, 
the Norway spruce will be finally aaaoc&ed at the end of the 
second year.

experiment 9?, r#36.
This involves further stratification work on the seed 

of birch end alder. All plants In the experiment have been 
lifted end assessed as l-year old seedlings. The results and 
data obtained will be submitted in the next Nursery progress 
report*

M  IWff. ■
iinfflMflaSffii Pstn/m

Intensive Seedling Cultivation Experiment.
sork in this experiment continues. Assessments have 

been carried out in sections dealing with the production of 
1-year seedlings and the resultant data will appear in the 1936



Bursery progress report. The section* planned for the 
production of 3~ye«r seedlings will be finally assessed at 
tiie and of tile second year*

Experiment 103* i .56.
This la a trial of Bsddgolert peat in seedbeds of 

Norway spruoe, Oitka epmoe end Pima ooatorta* The seedlings
have been lifted and assessed. The summarised data will be 
submitted In tbe next Nursery progress report.

iSxparlsent 109, *>«35.
This is a trial of Boxfeex peat with Horway sprues, Bitka 

spruce, Tinas contorta and uoraioan pine* The position is
the sane m  for Experiment 106.

Experiment 100, P*35.
Thin deals with early and normal sowings of Japans as 

laroh, aitka spmea and '*&• sxperisent has
been finally assessed as at the end of the first year. The 
results and data will appear in the 1996 Hureery progress 
report.

Experiment 31, p.34.
This ©xperiaent involves the use of Dr. Raynor's composts.I

It has been assessed as at the arid of the asoond year. The 
beds were poor and irregular; there wae no visible difference 
between any of the treat sent s. The sunmarlasd data will be 
presented in the 1936 report.

Experiment 103, P*3©«
This deals with moraine seedbeds* The work is s continuation

- N«8 -
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of the experiment laid down in ?*34* The seedlings have 
bean lifted and assessed as at the end of the first year, 
the next Nursery progress report will cover the results 
obtained*

Experiment 87, P*34«
in this experiment Norway spruce remained for two years 

in the seedbed* this species has now been assessed finally 
The data will be wox&ed up and presented in a subsequent 
report*

Experiment 101, $»«56*
The following species were under treatment for control 

of weeds in the seedbeds Scots pirns, Horwoy sprue© and Douglas 
fir. The Soots and Douglas have been lifted and assessed as 
1-year seedlings* The spruce will remain for another year 
in the beds before being assessed finally*

Experiment 103, ?# 36*
This is a continuation of the previous work with various 

eheatioals on seedbeds of birch and alder* The experiment has 
been subjected to a final assessment as at the end of the 
first year* The data will be worked up and presented later*
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Experiment 98, i‘*36.
This in @ repetition of previous weric 1a connection with 

th© bedding out of oiitea »p win©. The plants have been lifted 
and assessed finally* Tile summarised data will be submitted
in a subsequent report*

Experiment 99, ir*38»
the spools© in this case is Scots pins* tbs position 

la the east© as in Experiment &8«

.experiment 1 1 0, p*a&*
this is a trial on Ash seedbeds of various manures* 

the applications of the manures are based on the figures 
published by Manehsrd in the Tharandter Forstliches Jshrbueh 
Vol* 1* 34, p« 148, 1938* The experiment is in order and will 
remain another season before being finally assessed.

Experiment 33, P*34.
his Involved the stumping of large Juliana niitrs 

transplants. These have been lifted and despatched to 
^edgebuiy. A final cxas last ion of the root development was 
made and the observations will be embodied in the next itfurasry 
progress report*

Experiment 107, P*36*
This experiment involved the stumping of l-year seedlings
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of dualana reals* The plants should remain for at least
another year before being finally assessed,

ii*xperl»eat 105, p#5S*
This ie a similar experiment to Ho* 107, the difference 

being that j M a a e  al^ra was used Instead of the common 
apeoi©#* The same observations apply*

wrftstuft ffwmrr
&xpe-rlia©nt i ,  P038*

This ie a trial of Sorbsx peat in seedbeds* the species 
under treatment being Pimm. contorts and Corsican pine sown 
broadcast at the standard densities* The experiment will be 
assessed as at the end of tbs first year* There is no visible 
difference between the results of the four treatments either 
in  growth, ooiour or stocking* The seedlings have shown s 
considerable iaprovenent in colour during the spring*

, a&. & 9 M m

Kxperinent 2, P*36»
In this experiment both llorway spxuoe and GItka. sprues 

were sown at various densities in drills and broadcast with a 
view to ascertaining the optimum density of ao^lng for the 
product Ion of &**yeer seedlings* Go far there is little visible 
difference in the various treatments except that in the heaviest 
sowing, which Is. 1$ tinea the standard density, there is a 
corns what higher percentage of small seedlings. Both species
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look healthy and reasonably sturdy*

The oxperlaent will stand another year before final 
ssoessaent*
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	lifcm.m. jteBwac

	This experiment involved the stumping of 1-year seedlings
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